
 

 

 

Welcome, 

We are a small family run business based in north wales close to the Cheshire border. Our Tipis 

are manufactured in wales to be more rugged and withstand the wonderful British summers. 

We supply the tipis, fire pit, natural coconut flooring, lighting, dance floor and matching rustic 

seating for up to 100. 

Please contact us to discuss your requirements on 07977 511765 mobile 01745 730694 landline. 

Or email: info@event-tipis.co.uk 

mailto:info@event-tipis.co.uk


 

Gallery 

Some photographs taken while setting up for our recent open day. 

Two of our Tipis are shown linked together to give over 100 person dining capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://event-tipis.co.uk/about/95b3624b-0124-43b6-b12f-b5acdfe8523e/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0151/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0207-2/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/about/dsc_0194/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0238/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0144/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0230-2/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0219-2/
https://event-tipis.co.uk/gallery/dsc_0235/


 
Frequently asked questions: 

If you’re planning a tipi event, we are able to offer you a personal service. If it is required Jenna 

can come to you to discuss your individual requirements and will be on hand, every step of the 

way. 

A few things you should keep in mind when choosing your set up area: 

1. The Tipis are 10m in diameter and depending how many tipis you require you need to make sure 

you have the required space, leaving reasonable distances from fences, buildings, hedges etc. 

2. You will need to give some thought to utilities, distance from the nearest power point, ladies/gents 

facilities etc. 

3. The site you choose needs to be reasonably dry and obviously at low risk from flooding. Also it 

helps to have the ground as even as possible especially if you are hiring more than one Tipi. 

Quotations: 

For your no obligation quote we can take information over the phone but should you wish to set up 

a meeting with our event planner Jenna this can be arranged without cost within a reasonable 

distance of our base in Cheshire. 

Booking: 

When you have decided on your Tipi hire, and are happy with the hire agreement, we request 

a 25% deposit which will confirm your booking. To help break down the payment, we then require 

80% to be paid at least 6 weeks before your event, with the remainder paid on the date that we 

deliver and set up the Tipi’s. 

 



 

Set Up: 

We will be on site at the agreed time on the agreed date with all the hire equipment confirmed with 

Jenna during your consultation. If conditions do not allow the sides of the Tipis to be up we may 

need to revise your seating plan, so for this reason we will need a representative to attend set up. 

Event Attendant: 

Due to the high value of our equipment, and the nature of some events, we offer an attendant 

service to raise and lower the sides of the tipis as required; should you not wish for an attendant to 

be present then there will be an additional cost to insure the Tipis for the event. This must be 

agreed at your booking consultation. 

Take Down: 

After the end of the hire agreement the Tipis will be taken down as soon as is practical. If for any 

reason we are not able to remove our equipment, additional hire costs may be incurred. 

Fire: 

We have designed our Tipis, for the safe use of a real fire, using fire-proof flooring and canvas. 

Due to insurance for this being prohibitively expensive we recommend that the fire provided is 

used only for decorative purposes. If the fire is lit for your event this will be at your own risk. Event-

tipis recommend that you purchase insurance for this risk. 

Fire extinguishers will be provided. 

 

 

 

 



 
Price guide: 

We have two sizes of Tipi available to hire at the moment, below we have created some floor 

plans with package prices to give you an idea. 

The packages shown are inclusive of coconut floor matting to suit. 

We are able to be flexible with layouts hire periods and can prepare you a quote tailored to you 

particular needs. 

All prices include VAT, Damage waiver, Set up and take down. Inclusive delivery is subject to 

location. T&C apply. 

 

From £1,750 

  



 

 

From £3,500 

 

From £4,500 



 
 

Many thanks for taking a look at what we have to offer. 

Please contact us for a no obligation quote. 

David and Jenna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


